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Virtual Town Hall with the Prime Minister
"It is such a privilege to be able to say thank
you to the 80 or so of you on the call, but
through you and to the thousands upon
thousands of extraordinary community
leaders, teachers, doctors, health care
workers, activists, business people and so
many different things that contribute every
day to making Canada even better and
stronger," as Prime Minister Justin Trudeau
thanked all the speakers and participants
on the virtual Filipino community call.
Speakers from Winnipeg's Filipino community
included Perla Javate, President of the
Philippine Heritage Council of Manitoba;
Dale Voluntad, President of the Manitoba
Filipino Business Council; Dan Buenaventura,
outgoing President of the Philippine Nurses
Association of Manitoba (PNAM); Genalyn
Tan, President of the Manitoba Association
of Filipino Teachers Inc. (MAFTI); Vizllamin
Cabrera, Director of Development with ANAK
and Joseph Orobia, Principal Architect,
Architects at Play and VP and founding
member of Kultivation Festival Inc. Each
speaker discussed current issues related
to COVID19 and how the pandemic has
affected their organizations.
Joined by Manitoba Liberal MPs - The
Hon. Jim Carr (Winnipeg South Centre),
Terry Duguid (Winnipeg South), Kevin
Lamoureux (Winnipeg North) and The
Hon. Dan Vandal (St. Boniface).
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ALWAYS READY
FOR ADVENTURE
2021 FORESTER
STARTING FROM

$31,309
Includes Freight & PDI

LEASE/FINANCE

^

1.99%
24 MONTHS

RECEIVE

*

$500

HOLIDAY BONUS

PICK˙PRICE˙PURCHASE
PROGRA M

BUY YOUR VEHICLE ONLINE

Jim Pattison Subaru on Regent
1496 Regent Avenue West
204-944-6699
JPSubaruRegent.com

C ON VEN I E N TLY ON REGENT AVE

Jim Pattison Subaru South
55 Fultz Boulevard
204-944-6604
JPSubaruSouth.com

NEXT T O THE WAVERLEY AUTO MALL

^Pricing applies to a new 2021 Subaru Forester CVT (MJ225) starting from $31,308.75 including freight & PDI, documentation fee, air conditioning levy, and tire levy. Taxes, license, insurance, and registration are extra. *Leasing and financing programs available through Subaru Credit Canada Inc. on approved credit. 1.99%/1.99% lease/
finance rates available on all new 2021 Forester models on a 24/24-month term. Lease example based on new 2021 Forester CVT (MJ225): Lease balance of $30,836.75 (includes $500 holiday bonus) leased at 1.99% APR for 24 months with $0 down payment equals $543.35 per month for 24 months. Charge for credit is $1,008.71 and total
payable is $13,040.38. Estimated residual value is $20,631. Amount due on delivery is $543.35. Lease based on a maximum of 20,000 kilometers per year with excess kilometers charged at a rate of $0.10/km. Finance example based on new 2021 Forester CVT (MJ225): Finance balance of $34,845.76 (includes $500 holiday bonus) financed
at 1.99% APR for 24 months with $0 down payment equals $1,482.19 per month for 24 months. Charge for credit is $726.91 and total payable is $35,572.67. Lease/finance payment includes freight and pre-delivery inspection charge, documentation fee, all other applicable fees and levies, and taxes. License, registration, and insurance
extra. Vehicle may be factory ordered via Subaru Canada. Some conditions may apply. Offers are subject to change or cancellation without notice. Errors and omissions excepted. Vehicles shown solely for purposes of illustration, and may not be equipped exactly as shown. Offers end November 30, 2020. Please see Jim Pattison Subaru
on Regent (Dealer #4676) or Jim Pattison Subaru South (Dealer #4457) for complete details.

All photos & articles available online!
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99

¢/lb

Kabocha Squash

4

99
/lb

Pineapple Gold
Extra Large

3

Golden Pompano
Frozen

Palm Corned Beef
Selected Varieties,
326g

4

Kopiko Brown
Creamy Coffee
8 pack

6

FREE

Pork Hock
Fresh

1

2

Bulacan
Banana Leaves
454g

5

1

99
ea

POINTS
REDEEMED*

Lucky Me Pancit
Canton
Selected Varieties,
6 x 60g

99
ea

Sarangani
Bay Deboned
Milkfish
400g

4500

2

99
ea

White King Fiesta
Spaghetti Sauce
1kg

49
ea

FREE
WITH

99
ea

Marca Pina Soy
Sauce & Vinegar
Value Pack, 2 x 1L

99ea

UFC
Banana Sauce
550g

with your
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/lb
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99
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Jimel’s Bakery
Pork Asado
810g

1

49
/lb

MILO Chocolate
Malt Powder
900g

99
ea
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29
ea

¢ea

FREE
WITH

M.Y. San Graham
Honey Crackers
250g

3100
POINTS
REDEEMED*

1

99
ea

MILO Galleta
Sandwich Cookies
Assorted Varieties,
390g

FREE
WITH

1800

7

2$

for

POINTS
REDEEMED*

3

79
ea

Bulacan Longanisa
Hot or Regular/Sweet, 375g

Palm Vienna
Sausage
130g

99

¢ea

Mogu Mogu Drink
Assorted Varieties,
1L

5

2$

for

Prices effective Friday to Thursday, November 20 - December 03, 2020 Offers require use of More Rewards card.

INTERNATIONAL
Northgate Shopping Centre 1399 McPhillips Street
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Bulacan
Pancit Canton
454g

1

99
ea

Sunflower
Crackers
Assorted Varieties,
189g

3

2$

for

Jack ‘N Jill
Mang Juan
Selected Varieties,
90g

Gina Juice
Assorted Varieties,
240ml

99

6

2$
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99

¢ea

Jack ‘N Jill Piattos
Cheese or Roller
Coaster Party
Pack, 212g

2

49
ea

Mang Pedro
Old Fashioned
Pork Rinds
142g

2

99
ea
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When is Trump going to concede?
PEREZCOPE
by Perry Diaz
PerryDiaz@gmail.com

I

n my column last week after
Joe Biden took the lead in the
presidential election, I wondered
where President Donald Trump would
be heading after his term? I asked,
Quo Vadis, Donald J. Trump? Where
are you going when you step down
from the presidency? As it turned
out, he is not going to retire. On the
contrary, quitting is farthest from his
mind. He’s not conceding the election
either. He challenged the election
in at least four States; claiming he’d
been cheated and filed lawsuits for
voter fraud. But a week later, most
of these lawsuits were dismissed by
the courts, citing lack of evidence. In
some cases, the attorneys representing
Trump withdrew the lawsuits. They
simply didn’t have the legal basis for
contesting the election.
But Trump had other things in
mind. He’s looking ahead to 2024.
He is contemplating running for
president after four years of Biden’s
presidency. He said that he’d launched
his candidacy as soon as Biden is
certified of winning the election.
But his surrogates have something
more sinister in mind. Secretary of
State Mike Pompeo had insinuated
during an interview with Fox News
that Trump will prevail. “There will
be a smooth transition to a second
Trump administration,” he said.
Trump’s press secretary Kayleigh
McEnany also claimed that Trump
would be attending his own inauguration
in January 2021. She said that she’s
confident that Trump’s many legal
challenges to contest the election
results will eventually turn it around.
Needless to say, she’s referring to
the time that Trump’s legal challenges
would eventually reach the Supreme
Court where Trump believes the High
Court will back him up and declare him
as the duly elected president. It’s a big
gamble but with six Republican justices,
three of who were his appointees, the
Republicans on the high court would
most likely support him. But the
justices have a mind of their own. One
might ask, “Would they exercise their
judicial independence by weighing on
the merits of the case?” I’m pretty
sure that Chief Justice John Roberts
would look at it fairly. That leaves

five justices including Trump’s three
appointees who would most likely side
with Trump simply because they owe
their appointments to Trump. Two
justices, Clarence Thomas and Samuel
Alito had most of the time voted for
conservative issues. One might say that
they shouldn’t be biased in supporting
Trump. But I’ll bet that when the
justices vote, they’ll support Trump.
It’s no different to the Bush vs. Gore
Supreme Court decision, which ended
in a 5-4 decision in favor of Bush. The
case involves the recounting of all
undervotes, over 61,000 ballots that
the vote tabulation had missed. The
Bush campaign immediately asked
the U.S. Supreme Court to stay the
decision and halt the recount. Justice
Antonin Scalia, convinced that all the
manual recounts being performed in
Florida's counties were illegitimate,
urged his colleagues to grant the stay
immediately. The five conservative
justices on the Court granted the
stay for Bush, with Scalia citing
"irreparable harm" that could befall
Bush, as the recounts would cast "a
needless and unjustified cloud" over
Bush's legitimacy. In dissent, Justice
John Paul Stevens wrote that "counting
every legally cast vote cannot constitute
irreparable harm."
In the 2020 election, Trump is
challenging the legitimacy of the mailin votes, which would substantially
affect the results of the 2020 election.
If the Supreme Court would rule
delegitimizing the mail-in votes,
it would affect the outcome of the
2020 election. This is what Trump
is hoping would happen if and when
the Supreme Court would step in to
rule on the legitimacy of the mail-in
ballots. If the Supreme Court will
rule against the mail-in ballots, the
election will result in a Trump victory.
The question is: would the Supreme
Court justices invalidate the mail-in
ballots of which about Democrats cast
70%? But delegitimizing the mail-in
ballots is dangerous. We’re talking
110 million ballots to be invalidated!
That’s not going to happen.
In the event that would happen,
the Electoral College might not produce
a winner who garners 270 electoral
votes. If neither candidate gets 270

electoral votes due to disputed ballots,
the House of Representatives would
have to decide the election. However,
the founders gave only one vote to
each state. House delegations from
each state will meet to decide how
to cast their single vote.
It is interesting to note that the
Republican Party dominates the House
delegations of 26 states since 2018.
It is exactly the number required to
reach a majority under the rules of
the House presidential selection. But
it’s the newly elected House who will
decide a contested 2020 election. So
far, Republicans have retained control
of the congressional districts in 26
states they currently hold, while the
Democrats have lost control of two
states, Minnesota and Iowa. Evenly
divided delegations count as abstentions.
With Republican gains in Minnesota
and Iowa, these states are moving from
Democratic to abstentions. With the
Republicans controlling congressional
districts in 26 states, Trump will be
elected president in the event nobody
gets the 270 electoral votes.
While this scenario has a slim
chance of happening, it is not impossible
and Trump would do anything in his
power – by hook or by crook – to
make it happen.
Last November 15, Trump tweeted,
“He won.” Although it seems like
he was conceding, it didn’t have the
elements of concession. He was merely
acknowledging that Biden won the
election. And this brings to mind what
his aides said a few days ago – Trump
is not challenging the results of the
election but he’s not conceding that
he lost the election. Hmm… strange.
But what comes to mind is what he’s
going to do? He didn’t say, “Okay,
I’m conceding the election to Biden.
Let’s move on.” That would be the
simplest expression of concession,
which means that he’s not challenging
the outcome of the election. But to
merely say, “He won,” doesn’t amount
to conceding the election. He has to
say, “I concede the election to Biden.”
By acknowledging the outcome of
the election but not conceding defeat
signals what he’s going to do next, which
is to challenge the outcome before the
Supreme Court. All along, we know
that from the amount of litigations he
brought before the courts.
Indeed, the Trump campaign
said they are pushing on to fight the
election results tooth-and-nail. "Our
campaign will start prosecuting our
case in court to ensure election laws are
fully upheld and the rightful winner is
seated," Trump said in a statement on
November 14. "The American People
are entitled to an honest election: that

means counting all legal ballots, and
not counting any illegal ballots." And
by illegal ballots he means mail-in
ballots, which he had attacked as
tantamount to voter fraud. But the
problem is, Trump’s campaign was
unable to back its claim with real
evidence, not innuendoes. And that
leaves Trump with nothing to pursue
his claims of voter fraud.
The losses came as Biden was
declared the winner in Georgia, a
day after Trump’s own Department
of Homeland Security had flatly
contradicted him by declaring that
the election “was the most secure in
American history” and that “there
is no evidence” any voting systems
malfunctioned.
One by one, his lawyers suffered
defeat before the courts. Close to half
of the two dozen or so cases brought
since Election Day in key swing states
have already been withdrawn or tossed
by judges. But the Trump campaign
keeps on submitting similar claims
in other courts hoping to find a judge

by aLfie vera mella
elfideas102@yahoo.com

Little Elf-Girl Lost
(Sonnet III: The Discovery)
Something painful yet unfamiliar
makes her cry
Thinking 'bout this night and
day she cannot yet fly
What can be lacking from
her mem'ries of the past?
The death of her parents she
remembers at last!
Leaves of forgotten wisdom
floating in the air
Lead her to the mystery of
the fair nymphs' lair
Will she find out that she
has her fate in her hands?
The reason she is able to
count time with sands?

And now that her world is gradually unfolding
Is she ready to find what her life is missing?
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Tick-tock, tick-tock sounds the cicadas and the clock
Turtles and platypi hiding behind the rock
Mermen and mermaids mistaken for manatees
Hum the hummingbirds and bumble the bumblebees!
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who would hear their case.
If Trump could only get past the
lower courts, he’d have a chance of
getting to the Supreme Court, which
he believes he’d get friendlier justices
to rule in his favor. But as it stands
right now, he may have a difficult
time of ever getting there. Simply
put, if Trump wanted to use a lawsuit
to challenge the election outcome in a
state, he’d need to begin by bringing a
case to a lower court. But for a lower
court to hear his case, Trump has to
come up with solid evidence of voter
fraud, which seems to be harder than
winning in lotto. Simply put, if voter
fraud doesn’t exist, then there is no
evidence of voter fraud. And without
evidence of voter fraud, there is no
case. Period.
At the end of the day, I believe
that it’s time for Trump to accept defeat
and concede the election to Biden.
Now, as to Trump’s plan of running
in 2024, may I offer a friendly advice:
Retire and write your memoir.

Alfred Gaddi
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Philippines: A Broken Country

The perennial natural disasters add to the breaking of the country
into pieces plus many decades of dysfunctional governance

The Republic of Adobo
by Rod E. Cantiveros

I

t is alarming to see my home
country being broken into pieces
while the pangs of the vengeful
natural calamity continue to bite the
already long-time suffering Filipino
farmers, the very foundation of
industrialization.
Recently, the unceasing onslaught
of tropical typhoons Opel, Pepito,
Quinta, Tonyo, Rolly and the most
destructive, Ulysses, had left a trail
of destruction of crops, properties
and infrastructure and recorded
some fatalities.
The Filipino farmers are the
most to suffer after their crops had
been flooded for many days. Not
to mention in this mind-boggling
frustrations, is the destruction their
homes and their livelihoods, leaving
them helpless and hopeless.
I could feel the most unbearable
pain being felt by the Filipino
farmers in Southern Quezon towns.
My hometown, Lopez, and its
neighboring towns of Calauag,
Gunyangan, Tagkawayan where the
massive flooding happened, making
the Maharlika Highway, the main
artery of business between Metro
Manila and Southern Philippines,
impassable halting the movement of
goods and services for many days.
Typhoon Rolly took the major

burnt of destruction of the farmers
crops and properties and followed
by the most destructive Ulysses,
making those lands underwater for
many weeks. Added to the horrendous
flooding was the landslides along the
national and local roads, making the
movements of people and vehicles
more impossible.
The Philippines is within the
“typhoon belt” and every year,
there are more than 20 typhoons
lashing the country and it seems,
every year, the tropical depression
becomes more vicious.
Calamity, most of the time,
has become the vehicle to know
how the government failed in so
many ways.
Is the emerging climate change
to be blamed for the suffering of the
people in a broken country? I doubt.
But who are to be blamed for
the brokenness of the Philippines?
Agriculture is the most underrated
and underfunded sector of the
Philippine economy. It is the most
abused by many government elected
and appointed public officials.
Basically, agriculture is the
very foundation of industrialization.
From this producing economy, the
country moves to the next level of
providing the basic needs of survival

and the surplus for export, thus,
improving the standard of living
of the Filipinos.
Look at Vietnam and Thailand,
now considered as emerging export
countries, giving their people to enjoy
a much higher standard of living.
No doubt, the Philippines
is considered one of the richest
countries in Asia, with so much
natural resources and the presence
of skilled and talented human
resources?
But what happened to our
natural resources? And our human
resources?
And my home country the
Philippines? Being one of the
most corrupt developing countries
in the world?
You bet, and in spite the effort
of President Duterte to eradicate
this cancer, corruption has become
the cash cow of the appointed and
elected offices. Duterte seems
hopeless probably because he has
only two years left to cut the ugly
head of corruption. And what to
expect from the newly formed
“Mega-Task Group” to finally face
corruption in the lion’s den.
It seems the most memorable
speech of former Commonwealth
President Manuel Luis Quezon
when he was fighting to obtain
freedom, when, at the Senate, he
said: “I prefer a government run
by Filipinos like hell, rather than
by Americans like heaven.”
Quezon had in mind a deeper

Focus on Filipino Music

HUMOUS: Winnipeg's Lo-Fi
Alternative Rockers
Humous is an Indie/Lo-Fi Alternative Rock band
from Winnipeg, Canada. Formed in 2013, under
a different name, it has undergone several lineup changes but the ethos remains the same--to
create original music that will inspire people to
be socially and spiritually aware.
Humous has produced and released 3 independent
albums to date:
- Humous (12-track LP), 2018
- Six Shots of Wisdom (6-track EP), 2019
- Old News (7-track EP), 2020
Humous's 25-original song catalog was all recorded,
mixed, and mastered in lo-fi at Hi-Lo Recording
Studio. All music and lyrics are written by Julius
Cesar Eugenio.
Humous are
Nelson Villa - drums
John Navarro - guitars
Julius Cesar Eugenio - bass/vocals

Let’s get social
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meaning of what he shouted at the
US Congress, unfortunately, our local
officials had a literal translation:
‘run the country like hell.’
As years passed by, as many
administrations changed, the
Filipinos, the majority have been
suffering, leading to the increase of
our kababayans below the poverty
line. Side by side, the corruptions
are unabated, uncontrolled, and the
rise of many nouveau riche
Right, the Philippines has
turned out into more than a HELL,
populated by corrupt elected and
appointed officials, millions of lazy
people, many dysfunctional systems,
coupled by self-centered political
leaders whose vision and missions
are intended for personal glories.
Frankly, Philippine Politics
is polarized. And its role is divide
and conquer!

Politics in the Philippines is
unique not for progress but for
proliferation of the new “rich” as
perpetrated by the venom-like family
dynasty, when the select families
rule the province or the cities for
many years.
Even President Duterte does not
want to touch this political aberration
because his family members are
involved.
The ordinary Filipino is helpless
to reform the country. For the country
is ruled by families for many decades,
resulting to the many corruptions
within the system.
Please do not blame the natural
calamities as the sole cause of the
country’s brokenness.
Is there still hope to gather the
broken pieces? Probably, your guess
is much better than mine.

by aLfie vera mella
elfideas102@yahoo.com

Depeche Mode Black Celebration (1986)

O

ne of the pioneers of Synthpop
(barring, of course, the much
earlier architects the likes
of Can, Kraftwerk, Yellow Magic
Orchestra, and Gary Numan), and
also a frontliner during the '80s
phase of New Wave music, Depeche
Mode was up there as early as when
its debut album was unleashed.
1981's Speak & Spell contained
the English group's first hit singles,
"What's Your Name?", "New Life,"
and "Just Can't Get Enough."
Everything that came after
was equally exciting if not more
successful. However, Depeche Mode's
fifth album, Black Celebration, was
the pivotal and most significant one.
It may be regarded as the bridge
between the band's Pop-oriented
beginnings to its more introspective,
darker-themed, and sonically edgier
outputs in the decade that followed.
Released in 1986, Black
Celebration is Depeche Mode during
its Gothic phase. Still synthesizerdominated, but the band's aesthetics
and the moods and sounds of the
songs were certainly no longer all
sunshine and poppyfields. Instead,

the band explored something
claustrophobic, depressing,
risky, yet compelling.
Its '90s phase was what
catapulted Depeche Mode
to international popularity,
breaking through the U.S. market.
However, Black Celebration
will always be the English
lads' mystical and magical
moment.
Recommended tracks are
"Stripped," "A Question of
Lust," and "But Not Tonight."

We make your life a little easier
Discover the simplicity of completing your personalized
plans for funeral, reception, cemetery and cremation all
at one beautiful location.
At your time of need or
when planning ahead,
call 204-982-7550
www. glenlawn.ca

Glen Lawn Memorial Gardens
& Funeral Home
by Arbor Memorial

455 Lagimodiere Blvd • Winnipeg
Arbor Memorial Inc.
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The pulse of the Filipino
Community in Winnipeg!
The Filipino Journal is published twice a
month in Winnipeg. We are committed to
help you attain your marketing, sales, and
company objectives. Your company
advertisement in our newspaper will surely
appeal to 50,000 Filipino’s and Canadian
readers. Advertisers can expect to get their
message to its readers and consumers in
this area. People read the Filipino Journal
because of its very informative news,
entertainment sections and useful everyday
information on living in Canada.
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Community in Alberta!
Filipino Journal is the no.1
Filipino-Canadian Newspaper in Alberta
that published 10,000 copies once a
month. We are the largest and fastest
growing Filipino-Canadian newspaper, with
70,000 Filipino’s and Canadian readers.
With a unique message that will attract
readers and consumers. Advertising your
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strategic business decisions you can make.
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SOCIAL MEDIA
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Social media marketing brings your company to the fastest growing
networking hubs on the Internet.
We can help you reach out to, collaborate with, and market effectively to
targeted audiences in their on-line haunts.
Social Media Marketing services include:
Social Media Strategy - ﬁnding your potential clients on-line and ﬁguring
out how to reach them.
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Cagayan Valley STILL Needs Help
Inconvenient Truth
By Jomay Amora-Dueck
jomay.amora@gmail.com

We need your help.
As you may know, Typhoon Vamco
(Typhoon Ulysses), a powerful
and deadly Category 4-equivalent
typhoon, struck the Philippines
and caused the worst flooding in
Cagayan Valley, Isabella, Metro
Manila and other nearby areas.
Cagayan province was severely hit
by the typhoon, with 26 municipalities,

489 barangays, 107,254 families
and 352,266 individuals underwater
for days and in desperate need of
food, water, medicine and clothing.
Reports say 13 people died in
Cagayan province, including local
rescue volunteers Neri Abalos and
Randy Valdes who died while saving
a mother and son.
Our group, Sierra Madre

(Filipino Women for Environment
and Climate Justice) started a
GoFundMe campaign to help our
kababayans in Cagayan Valley.
We partnered with the following
local organizations:
• Alyansa ng mga Kabataang
Alcaleño (Alcala, Cagayan)
• Team #EveryPisoCounts led by
Star Singson (Alcala, Cagayan)
• Cagayan Valley Disaster Respone
Center (Cagayan)
• Alliance of Concerned Students
(ACS) Alumni (University of the
Philippines Baguio)
Part of the proceeds also go to the
families of local heroes Neri Abalos
and Randy Valdes. Please refer to

our posters for more information.
Visit our page at https://gf.me/u/
y86vdc or www.sierramadreph.org.
Vamco made its first landfall
in the Philippines in the Quezon
province as a Category 2-equivalent
typhoon. The typhoon brought
heavy rains in Central Luzon, and
the nearby provinces, including
Metro Manila.
Heavy rains caused by the
typhoon overflowed rivers, causing
severe flooding in Marikina. Dams
from all around Luzon neared their
spilling points, forcing the dams such
as the Magat Dam to release large
amounts of water into the Cagayan
River. Magat Dam opened all seven
of its gates to prevent dam failure,
which overflowed the Cagayan
River and caused widespread floods
in Cagayan and Isabela.
As of November 19, 2020, the
National Disaster Risk Reduction
and Management Council in the
Philippines reported 73 validated
deaths, with another 19 missing,
caused by the typhoon.
In the midst of despair, hope
continue to shine through. A big
thanks to the following Alcala youth
and students who work tirelessly and

selflessly to serve their community
during these difficult time:
Benjamin Sumabat, Star Singson,
Karylle Tobias, Colleeen Jae Tobias
Hila, Jvy Aquino, Robby Capil,
Kathleen Verbo, Janette Ramos,
Lhea Villaspin, Kathren Faith Miral,
Jessa Mae Ramos, Rain Arellano,
Rjhay Berbano, Louie Floria, Ryan
Enriquez, Jeffrey Pillos, Aldrin
Banera, Kathleen Domingo, Lei
Dayag, Ding Badua, Jomar Caleja.
While we emphasize the need to
help with disaster and humanitarian
response, there is also the more
pressing need to organize our ranks
in demanding accountability for
government’s inaction, incompetence
and negligence.
AGYAMAN KADA KAYO AMIN!
Bangon Cagayan! Bangon Pilipinas!
Jomay Amora-Dueck is a Climate
Reality Leader based in Winnipeg
(Canada). She and her sister Jane
Amora Remolacio co-founded
Sierra Madre, Filipino Women for
Environment and Climate Justice.
For donation or media inquiries,
contact them at sierramadreph@
gmail.com or sierramadreph.org.

Save Manitoba Restaurants
Every time you order take-out, pick-up/curbside directly you support our restaurant industry and put
every possible dollar back into their business. Thank you for supporting your favourite restaurants.
PS. If you have a digital billboard @susie_parker will get you a just right-sized graphic so you
can help get the word out too.

Meet 3-month-old Boston. After a recent bone
marrow biopsy, doctors diagnosed Boston with a
rare, life threatening disease called Hemophagocytic
Lymph Histiocytosis (HLH). HLH is a severe systemic
inflammatory syndrome that can be fatal.

Boston urgently needs a stem cell transplant
but has yet to find a donor. Boston is a mix of
Filipino and Caucasian so the best match for him is
likely someone who shares his mixed ethnicity.

Only 1.1% of the Canadian Blood Services’ Stemcell
Registry is made up of people of Filipino descent
and 3.5% of mixed ethnicity making it hard for
patients like Boston to find a match!
Please, sign up to be a potential stem cell donor
today! You might just be the lifesaving match for
Boston or the other 800+ Canadian patients
eagerly searching for their stem cell donor.

blood.ca/Match4Boston
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Virtual Discussion with Members of the Filipino Community
in Winnipeg and the Prime Minister of Canada
Perla Javate, President of the
Philippine Heritage Council of
Manitoba;
Spoke to the challenges being
faced by families, with parents
working from home and kids in
remote learning. Due to technical
difficulties, she was not able to raise
the issue of Temporary Foreign
workers and family reunification
and a request to help diplomatically

assist in having an Honourary
Counsul in Manitoba.
Dale Voluntad, President of the
Manitoba Filipino Business Council;
posed two questions to Prime Minister
Justin Trudeau and both focused
on on-going government support
programs for small business such as
Canada Employment Wage Subsidy
(CEWS), and Canada Emergency
Business Account (CEBA). Dale's

Let’s get social

second question focused his concern
for non-profit and new immigrant
settlement organizations for ongoing operational support to help
new Canadians.
Dan Buenaventura, outgoing
President of the Philippine Nurses
Association of Manitoba (PNAM)
highlighted the current regulatory
and licensing challenges being
faced by internationally educated

nurses arriving in Manitoba. While
some EINs are allowed to practice
in Manitoba, others with expired
English language certifications are
forced to work in other provinces
such Nova Scotia and Ontario.
Genalyn Tan, President of the
Manitoba Association of Filipino
Teachers Inc. (MAFTI) mentioned that
parents, teachers who run educational
programs need support, resources
and manpower. She also shared
viewpoints of Filipino teachers in
the province, especially one MAFTI
member currently teaching on a
reserve and the stark challenges in
manpower, resources, disparity and
technology accessibility. She also
thanked Prime Minister Justin Trudeau
for Canada's recent contribution to
the typhoon relief efforts.
Vizllamin Cabrera, Director
of Development with ANAK asked
about accountability regarding
the money given to the Manitoba
Provincial government from the
Federal government. Prime Minister
Justin Trudeau explained an interesting
dynamic between the Federal and
Provincial governments, he was
able to ease our concerns about
accountability regarding the 2 billion
dollars that was allocated for the
reopening of schools.
Joseph Orobia, Principal
Architect, Architects at Play and VP
and founding member of Kultivation
Festival Inc. proposed three key

FilipinoJournal.com

items for the Prime Minister to
help deal with COVID19 support
programs. Firstly, have Statistics
Canada provide race-based data
on Filipino community and use the
data to provide relevant community
support. The two other key items
focus on COVID19, mental health
support and programs and presented
to our community in a way that we
can understand. The other project asks
for programming to support mental
health through film, documentary,
song or dance.
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Higit isang milyong oras bawat taon ang naibibigay
ng aming mga team members sa pagtaguyod ng mas maliwanag
at maunlad na kinabukasan.
Giving back to communities matters now more than ever. Taos puso naming pinasasalamatan at ipinagbubunyi ang
aming team sa pagbigay ng kanilang oras sa higit na 4000 na organisasyon bawat taon. Mula sa pag stock ng food
banks, hanggang sa pag-alaga ng mga isolated seniors, sa paghahanda ng care kits para sa mga komunidad na
nangangailangan at iba pa, we give back to create stronger communities. Together, we can make the future friendly.

Para malaman kung paano kami
nakakatulong sa komunidad, punta lang sa

telus.com/GivesBack

Filipino Jounal 10X7.5.indd 1
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Credit Counselling • Credit Rebuilding

PARENTING ARTICLE

Managing our child's
temperament

H

By: Kim Bedona-Padua

aving 3 boys and understanding
temperament brings a little
sanity to my life. Knowing
their reaction to a situation helps me
navigate through their emotions. My
oldest has a flexible mindset and my
p
to spend
your credit
to budget
middle experiences stress with new
situations or changes in schedule. This
is what is referred to as temperament.
Temperament is the way a child
reacts to their environment and how
they regulate emotions. Psychiatrists
Dr. Stella Chess and Dr. Alexander
Thomas tell us temperament has nine
dimensions that determine how a child
relates to the world. Adaptability, being
one of them, we need to understand
how this plays a role in different types
of temperaments.
They identified three types of
temperament: easy, difficult, and slow
to warm up. In regards to adaptability,
et télécopier
Signature ________________________________________________________________________________________
children with an easy temperament are
ans les 48 heures.
able
to_________________________
adjust to changes quickly and
Nom / Name ______________________________________________________
Date

204.987.6890

BUILD

his page at
.

LEARN

SAVE

smoothly and enjoy new activities.
However, they can be impulsive because
they always jump into new things,
sometimes without thinking first.
Difficult temperaments tend to have
very strong emotional reactions to things
and are extra sensitive to stimuli. On
the flip side, they are very passionate
and determined. Slow to warm up
children often resist new activities and
feel uncomfortable around new people.
On a positive note, though, they are less
likely to be influenced by peer pressure
and they thrive on routines.
So be aware of your child’s reactions
in order to identify their temperament
types. Acknowledge their feelings and
let them know it’s ok. Avoid comparing
their temperament to other children.
With my oldest, he is easy and needs
reminding to think before he acts. My
middle has a difficult temperament
and I need to keep his schedule more
consistent and encourage awareness. I

Abby Dionzon

see many children that are slow to warm
join our school. This is why we give
them time to adjust to the new class
and avoid putting pressure on them to
jump in before they are ready.
Temperament is different from
child to child. Children do not choose
what their temperament is, and one
temperament is not better or worse
than the other. When you recognize
where the child falls you will have an
easier time managing situations. The
easy child is outgoing, the difficult
child is determined, and the slow to
warm child is observant. The important
thing to remember is that each child is
unique and helps them to make the best
of their own temperament. Thank you
to Jennifer Salma, my parenting coach.

J’ai pris connaissance de l’avis au verso et je le comprends. / I have read the notice on the reverse and I understand it.

Annonce représentée à 100.0% de la taille réelle. / Ad shown is 100.0% of actual size.

TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION
DARRYL DE LEON
(204) 223-4137
ddeleon@powerland.ca
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Kababayans made it to CBC's Manitoba Future 40
Congratulations to three kababayans who made it to CBC’s Manitoba Future
40 of 2020 - Jackie Wild, Arnel Alibin and Lorhiz Aquino.
Future 40 is organized by Canadian Broadcasting Corporation where it
recognizes and awards 40 Manitobans under 40 years old highlighting the
outstanding professional and/or service contributions that the individual has
made to their community and how he or she is making a difference in the
lives of the people of Manitoba. It also emphasizes what future successes
and dreams are in the horizon for this individual.

30 | Business Entrepreneurship Economy
JACKIE WILD
Raised in Winnipeg’s vibrant inner city,
Jackie understands the pressing social and
economic issues for our most vulnerable
populations. Throughout her professional
career, she has witnessed the incredible
impact that socially-minded businesses can
create through authentic and thoughtful
strategic partnerships. She truly believes
that by working together we can achieve
incredible outcomes.
Passionate about doing work that
matters, she joined TELUS where she
supports hundreds of local, grassroots
charities creating opportunities for
conversation, collaboration and shared
learning. Strategically focused on systemic
change, she was instrumental in bringing
social purpose programs to TELUS
Manitoba including the engagement
of local leaders in granting decisions.
Through this program, more than 200,000
disadvantaged youth and 123 projects have
been supported with $1.5M in funding.
Additionally, she enabled the allocation
of $2M in national emergency relief
funding, which included a sizable grant
for our Health Sciences Centre helping
families struggling through COVID-19.
A champion of civic engagement,
Jackie served as a Manitoba 150 Committee

40 | Business Entrepreneurship Economy
ARNEL ALIBIN
Mr. Arnel Alibin is the General
Manager and one of the co-owners
of Max's Restaurant of Winnipeg and
a community leader. Even during
pre-COVID-19 Mr. Alibin has
shown commitment in community
engagement, he initiated Max's
Restaurant's donation partnership
with Concordia Hospital Foundation,
Victoria Hospital Foundation, St.
Boniface Hospital Foundation, Seven
Oaks General Hospital and World
Vision Canada. Max's Restaurant
has provided and donated more
than one thousand (1,000) meals
to hospitals and foundations. In
September 2019, Mr. Alibin led the

Max's team to provide over 600 meals
to participants of the World Vision
Global 6K for Water challenge held in
Birdhills, Manitoba. The event raised

$40,000 for the purpose of building
drinkable water wells in the Republic of
Congo. In September, 2020 Mr. Alibin
led the Max's team in Victoria Hospital
Foundation's 5th Annual Miracle Garden
Party and Max's Restaurant was one
of the event venues. The event raised
$125,000 for mental health awareness.
Mr. Alibin continues to lead the Max's
team thrive throughout the pandemic.
Max's Restaurant has served more than
150,000 customers since it opened
in January 2019 and employed 100+
employees. During this pandemic, Mr.
Alibin and Max's Restaurant is able to
provide full-time and part-time jobs to
at least 15 people.
https://www.maxsrestaurantna.com/
winnipeg

active educational speaker at G.A.M.E
of Manitoba Educators has spoken in
school divisions to support schools and
post-secondary institutions interested
in developing Esports programs. As
competitive gaming gains popularity
worldwide, Esport's inclusion in the
Olympic Games is under consideration.
With so much demand for Esports in the
province and not a lot of opportunities

to showcase our talents, MESA has
partnered with Canadian Sports Centre
Manitoba to host Manitoba’s first
Esports Expo in 2019. Manitobans
got a glimpse of the budding Esports
community in the province and had
the opportunity to experience Esports
live. A future event is underway with
the Red River Exhibition including an
expo arena to watch the Canadian League
Championship in 2021, showcasing the
best Manitoba and Ontario talents as
they clash in this epic interprovincial
tournament (first of its kind). As Director
of Finance and Sponsorships, Lorhiz is
in charge of the financial/legal aspects
of the organization including new
acquisitions. Lorhiz works behind the
scenes to keep things in motion and
make these events happen.

24 | Sports Recreation
LORHIZ AQUINO
Chair. She lends her voice to various
boards including the Manitoba Museum,
serves as Vice President of the Manitoba
Filipino Business Council and recently
featured on the Filipino Journal’s "20
Filipinos to Watch" list. She continues to
mentor, and be mentored, by key social
service agencies including IRCOM,
Winnipeg Chamber of Commerce,
United Way Winnipeg and Winnipeg
Art Gallery.
An empathetic and courageous
leader, Jackie shows an undeniable ability
to engage and inspire civic engagement
proving that good business and doing
are mutually inclusive.

Let’s get social

Lorhiz is a founding director of
the Manitoba Esports Association
(MESA). Lorhiz started pioneering
Esports program when she joined as
Vice-President of the UoM Esports
Club while finishing her degree at
UoM Asper School of Business.
After graduating, they created
MESA to grow and develop the
Esports community in Manitoba.
They develop professional players
and create opportunities for a wide
range of professionals involved
in this industry such as graphic
designers, photographers, shoutcasters,
videographers, cosplayers, streamers,
and content creators. Lorhiz, an

#CBCMBFuture40
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Strength in the Face of Adversity
Ano'ng Masasabi Mo?
(Readers' Column)
by Kathryn Valladolíd Ebrahim

“The oak fought the wind and was
broken; the willow bent when it must
and survived.”--Robert Jordan, The
Fires of Heaven / The Wheels of Time
Series (1993)
Resilience, in human abilities,
is the capacity to recover, rise above,
or overcome circumstances. It is a life
skill or trait that is often heard of during
the aftermath of a calamity or national
disaster. It is the measure of a person’s
strength in the face of adversity.
A trait, on the other hand, is
the smallest unit of culture of learned
behavior patterns exhibited by a person
but is commonly expressed by many.
While it is true that people, in
general, deal with everyday strife, stress,
and personal misgivings independently
and differently from each one, there
will always be that common trait that
defines most families, communities,
or even races that is usually based on
genetic make-up (acquired from parent
sources), culture, beliefs, custom, or
environment.
The most recent typhoon that
shattered parts of the Philippines,
specifically the province of Cagayan and
significant parts of the National Capital
Region—which serve as ‘catch basin’
areas during storms and excessive (and
repeated) rainfall—was another testament
to the resilience of many Filipinos, albeit
socially. After all, natural occurrences
and disasters are not uncommon in
the Philippines, being an archipelago
and a tropical country. Due to those

social challenges, many Filipinos have
somehow nurtured all aspects of coping
mechanisms that would amount to what
is known as resilience.
In my opinion, resilience has
become a trait common among many
Filipinos. A person’s daily life is an
embodiment of resilience as realized in
its four types: (1) Physical – the capacity
to overcome physical challenges; (2)
Mental – the ability to think flexibly,
weigh options, make sound decisions
and judgments, and set clear and realistic
goals; (3) Emotional – having sufficient
emotional intelligence, enabling one
to find positivity in grim situations;
(4) Social/Community – willingness to
connect with others socially and to work
together for a common goal. These types
are further actualized in three kinds of
problems: (1) Major Life Problems –
financial crises, death of a loved one,
homelessness, and unemployment; (2)
Situational Problems – anxiety from
work, relationships, and anything that
thwarts enjoyment in life; (3) Daily/
Work Problems – tight deadlines, rude
colleagues, traffic, and bills.
Resilience is indeed a mouthful,
but practical references surprisingly
elucidates its occurrence in a person’s
everyday life.
For instance, a person who figured in
a vehicular accident and has had a major
surgery undergoes physical therapy just
to regain his physical/motor abilities.
He intends to be able to return in shape
the soonest time possible so he can

resume work as a medical professional.
He keeps a daily health routine, which
involves exercise and a strict diet. He
starts thinking more about his health.
After all, physical fitness is the first
step to happiness.
Equipping oneself with the knowledge
of life-saving measures will truly pay
off when an opportunity to save a life or
administer first aid in a life-threatening
emergency comes. To be able to budget a
meager cash flow for the monthly upkeep
of the family may prove rewarding.
Regularly to challenge and nurture the
mind by way of solving puzzles and
riddles, playing games, learning a new
language, or engaging in a new hobby
can keep a person inspired and motivated.
A marketing executive has entertained
several positive ideas or possibilities
that may be lined with a sound financial
proposal, which did not materialize as
planned. She shrugs off the shortcoming
and works on another proposal. Her
sound judgment, intuition, inclination
to solve conflicts, and empathy are keys
to achieving a positive outcome from a
negative situation. Emotional resilience
is enhanced by way of imagining,
dreaming, planning, creating/making
art, meditating, and reflecting. Going
for a stroll while thinking of plans for
the future can be an enjoyable exercise.
Having the opportunity to be of
help in a community by way of rescuing
refugees during a crisis situation can be
also an uplifting experience. Being able
to connect with others within a social
circle or catching up with everyone’s
situations is another. Working with a
team and effectively and efficiently
following a process for a common
goal is a positive workplace culture
worthy of building on. All these should
involve the values of trust, diversity,
tolerance, respect, and being kind to one
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another. Developing the habit of greeting
coworkers wholesomely as one enters
the workplace is energizing. Nurturing
the social/community resilience may also
involve reaching out to others, extending
a handshake, or having meaningful
conversations.
Overall, whatever situation is indeed
an opportunity for a person to exhibit
resilience. Through time and with the
help of certain experiences, a person
adapts to stress and adversity. As the
old adage goes, “Fall down seven times,
stand up eight.” Every downfall is an
opportunity to lift the self up. Yes, many

others might in the end have succumbed
to the starkest and gravest struggles in
life; but sometime in anyone’s existence,
one must have tried to rise above the
most difficult challenges that one had to
face. That in itself is an enough valiant
display of such human resilience!
(Kathryn Valladolíd Ebrahim is an
alumna of St. Scholastica's College
and of University of Santo Tomas; she
currently works at Philippine International
Convention Centre, where she began
service 21 years ago.)
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Sudoku Puzzles are games of patience, numbers and genius! The satisfaction of
solving a challenging Sudoku Puzzle is one of the greatest accomplishments any
sudoku game player can experience. Here is the puzzle. Good luck!

Solutions for Palaisipan & Sudoku will be posted online
www.FilipinoJournal.com
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You can never be anyone other than who you are, Aries! That's
the way it is, and you can't change it. Other members of your
family may have dreamed of getting free of a duty or a moral
lesson, but these dreams don't apply to you. Your dreams of
being someone else are like phantoms that have come back to
haunt you. Simply brush them away!

The day ahead won't be easy, Cancer. A glimpse at your love life
reveals that you will be bridling at certain inhibitions. You long for
peace and stability, and at the moment everything is in suspense.
Use the day ahead to gain some perspective on the situation. Until
the ice melts and the flow of events resumes, why not devote your
energy to some other endeavor?

Deep inside, don't you have an urge to breathe new spirit into your love
life? Of course, some things are more easily said than done. Currently,
you don't have much time to devote to yourself, much less your partner.
Affection could thrive if given half a chance. The day suggests that you
commit yourself to making some decisions that will help bring you and
your mate closer.

People are going to think you're a star today, Capricorn! Although
you may not feel that way about yourself. What's gotten into
you lately? Have you lost confidence in yourself? Are you now
compensating for it? Do you feel a need for more success in your
life? All this is possible, but you will have to take some risks if
you're going to progress.

The day ahead may bring a storm of individualism and
independence. You usually tolerate the quirks and minor
shortcomings of your friends or family members, but today they
present real obstacles to your relationships. The only way to
remedy the situation is to go on vacation. Spending some time
alone will keep you out of trouble.

Lately, you've been nursing a feeling that your partner is inattentive.
The tension has been building up and today, Leo, you're likely to
boil over with the rage that comes from one too many doubts and
suspicions. The forecast for love is stormy, without a doubt. But
making up after the quarrel promises to be lots of fun.

It's time to get what you need, Scorpio. Your desires don't always go
in a direction that does you the most good, and this can cause tension.
You feel as though it's impossible to combine your desires with what is
good for you, notably in your love life. You wrestle with whether you
should remain in your "creative" cave or share your life with someone. It
doesn't have to be one or the other.

Stop asking if you're gifted, Aquarius. This definitely isn't the time
for such questions. Now is the time to work on something concrete.
You will need the help of others if you're to succeed, so get to work
convincing them to ally with you. You may have to reveal more of
yourself than you normally do in order to sway people to your side.
It's time to get out of your hole and take action!

If you want to make the best of the day ahead, Gemini, try to
convince your team or family to work together. This is tricky
to do, what with everyone's schedule being so demanding right
now. Hard as it is to coordinate their efforts and orchestrate
harmony, the strength of your character and your team spirit will
make it all work out.

Some days it's better to be on vacation! That's what you're liable
to think today. All your projects are mired in quicksand, and
you feel like you're spinning your wheels. But even if things are
momentarily stuck, don't lose faith. Your inner self is gaining
stability. When the time is right, it will be strong and reliable.

Take cover, Sagittarius, because today promises to be an emotional roller
coaster! Something seems to be askew with your relationships, and
you feel torn in opposite directions. One force is pushing you to enrich
your inner universe and another force is pushing you into the arms of
someone you've recently met. Stay busy to avoid confrontation.

A partner for life or a brief encounter, which will it be? This is
today's question. Why not choose both? Can you imagine being
your partner's lover while keeping your independence? Don't be
influenced by old models that force you to choose between these
two ideas. Don't forget that in our modern world, your choices
aren't as limited as you might think!

PA L A I S I PA N
PABABA

PAHALANG
1
7
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Warning
Pangalan ng show
sa ABS CBN
Uri ng Insekto
Pangalan ng dam
Bugso ng galit
Turno sa
pagtatrabaho
Iligpit
Kaagapay ng
ikinakasal
Government
of Canada

(Crossword)

18 Bayan sa probinsya
ng Quezon
20 Itlugan ng ibon
22 Balam
25 Sakit pagnangangati
ang lalamunan
27 Asal
28 Laglag
30 Nilay
31 Ginagawang sigarilyo
32 Mrs. Ni Drew Arellano
33 Sapantaha
34 Agwat
35 Nadagit

2
3
4
5
6
8
9
10
13
14
16
18

Damit ng isang
taong ordern
Syudad sa Ilocos Norte
Lagablab
Parte ng bibig
Salitang patanong
Apoy
Amag sa tinapay
Tatak ng soft drink
Liksi
Apelyedo ni Kaye
Kapara
Mr. Muhlach

19 Tawag sa kahoy
pagpinutol
20 Pinawaláng kabuluhan
21 Minsan pa
23 Ngata
24 Bayan sa Rizal
25 Gawi
26 Metal
28 Tela mula sa tupa
29 Uri ng prutas
30 Libo
31 Numero sa buwis
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Are you looking for

FILIPINO EMPLOYEES?
DIVERSIFIED WORKFORCE?
Contact us for Special Pricing on Employment Ads

FILIPINO JOURNAL
Employment and
Career Advertising

204-489-8894
info@FilipinoJournal.com

We’re looking for
Pre-Planning Directors
to join our growing team
Arbor Memorial is a winner of Canada’s Best Managed
Companies for the second straight year. With over 70 years
of history, we offer a stable career in a recession-proof industry.
We invite you to join us if you:
• Are self-motivated, a skilled negotiator, and a friendly advisor
• Are fluent in English and/or Tagalog
• Have a valid driver’s licence and personal vehicle
• Are interested in a full-time or part-time opportunity
Our excellent compensation package includes:
• Executive level income potential
• Bonus program
• Flexible benefit plan
• Pension plan
• Employee assistance program
If you’re the one we’re looking for, please call Miguel
at 204-982-8318 or email your resume to
mfoidart@arbormemorial.com

Glen Eden
Funeral Home & Cemetery

4477 Main Street
West St. Paul, MB R4A 2A8
glenedenmemorial.ca

by Arbor Memorial
Arbor Memorial Inc.
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Derek Ramsay confirms split with Andrea Torres,
says no 3rd party involved

A
GMA Network unites all
hearts with “Isang Puso
Ngayong Pasko”
GMA-7’s Christmas Station ID,
“Isang Puso Ngayong Pasko” puts
the spotlight on the innate kindness
of Filipinos and the love we have for
each other that fuels our resilience,
and most importantly, the strength
of our faith in God.
The Kapuso Network’s
heartwarming campaign features
its various artists and news and
public affairs personalities expressing
their sincerest gratitude to everyone
who extended their hand to those in
great need, most especially to the
frontliners who continue to help
fellow Filipinos battle the COVID-19
pandemic, the first responders who
rushed to the scenes of devastation
to rescue and evacuate those in peril,
and to Filipinos who opened their
hearts in their own simple ways.
“Isang Puso Ngayong Pasko”
brings together all hearts this Christmas

ctor Derek Ramsay on Thursday
finally broke his silence and
confirmed his breakup with
his co-star and girlfriend of one year,
Andrea Torres, after netizens noticed
that Andrea unfollowed him and
deleted their photos together on her
Instagram account.
Ramsay has replied to a few
comments on Instagram account, one
of which is to a user blaming Torres
for the break up. The user noted that
Ramsay's previous relationships had
mostly been long-term, citing his last
one with model Joanne Villablanca
which laster for 6 years.
Ramsay answered: “Please don’t
point the finger at anyone. There is

nothing wrong with Andrea. She is
a great woman.”
“There is no third party!” the
actor emphasized.
It will be recalled recently on
September 2020, the former couple
appeared to be in good terms, and in
fact agreed in an interview that they
were “ready” to get married. They
also have a shared YouTube channel,
dubbed “Andrek,” whose most recent
episode was released in October.
“The breakup has happened
so fast,” Ramsay said on Thursday.
“Maybe two people are just not meant
to be. Please respect us nalang. We
shared our love to all of you. Sana
naman we can keep this to ourselves.”

Photo source: Nice Print Photography

Referring to Torres, he added,
“Mahal ko si Ada kaya ‘di ako
magsasalita, pero if I hear lies about
her I will defend her.”
As of writing, Torres has yet to
issue a statement about the breakup.

Iza Calzado's series ‘Loving Emily’ captures
Cagayan before the floods

and no pandemic will stop the Kapuso
Network from remembering the true
reason for this season.
Watch GMA Network’s 2020
Christmas Station ID on GMA’s
official Facebook and YouTube
accounts, or on the official website
www.gmanetwork.com.

Photo source: @missizacalzado Instagram

In her Instagram post, actress Iza Calzado shared photos
of sights in Tuguegarao City shot during their filming
of the web series “Loving Emily” last year.
Calzado, who plays the title character in the iWant
TFC original series, paid tribute to Cagayan after the
show premiered yesterday, Nov. 18.
“Just want to take this time to honor the people
of Cagayan who warmly welcomed us when we shot
there last year. Our love and prayers go out to all of
you during this difficult time,” she said on Instagram.
One of the photos that Iza shared was a motorcycle
ride through Buntun Bridge with her costar Jameson Blake.
Recently, after the devastating typhoon Ulysses, the
Cagayan River rose past the critical level of 12 meters
on Buntun Bridge.

Sali Na!

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A RELOCATION OPPORTUNITY?

WE ARE HIRING FOR OUR
NORTHERN & NORTHMART STORES
Seeking Supervisors, Department
Managers & Store Managers
We offer relocation, housing and food
allowances for successful candidates
To apply or for more details visit
www.careers.northwest.ca
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Is it over for Andrek?
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